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Synopsis

Season 2 of the Bangarang Project was one of ups, downs, and ultimate success. The off-season was a time of
intense literature review, frantic scientific preparation, major vessel improvements and landmark fundraising

success. The field season was nearly lost due to the failure of a rebuilt engine, a debacle that has escalated to a
lawsuit that remains unresolved. Despite this setback, the Bangarang finished the season stronger than ever: a

brand new engine smoothly broken in, an arsenal of world-class scientific instrumentation vetted and sea-trialed,
and a month of fieldwork of unqualified success. I now enter the off-season with more drive, enthusiasm and

determination than ever.
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Figure 1: Season 2 systematic visual and acoustic surveys (blue) and whale focal follows (red).
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Milestones

Project website launched

In December 2013 the Bangarang project established a web presence at www.rvbangarang.wordpress.com. This
site serves as a hub for general project info, a venue for project news and media sharing, an open-source host
for research products (e.g., season reports, backgrounders, and publications), and a fundraising gateway. The
project now has a social media presence on Instagram at rvbangarang.

Internship at Cascadia Research Collective

In Fall 2013 I worked at the Cascadia Research Collective (Olympia, WA) with the support of an Edna Bai-
ley Sussman Internship. During this time I focused on two major components of my research: fin whale photo-
identification and the analysis of active acoustic (sonar) data.

Capital campaign an astounding success

Between 2013 and 2014 seasons, I set an ambitious fundraising goal to (1) fund operating costs in Season 2, (2)
overhaul the vessel’s aging engine, and 3) upgrade scientific instrumentation on board. I am grateful to report
that financial support for my project far exceeded my expectations.

For general operating costs and vessel maintenance the Bangarang Project received $19,500 in funds from the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography graduate department, the Explorers Club of New York, Department of Fish-
eries & Oceans Canada, and Cascadia Research Collective.

For the Engine Campaign, an incredible $15,000 were given by private supporters. In the wake of the engine
troubles this summer, a further $25,000 was loaned to get the Bangarang re-powered and back on the water in
time for a month of fieldwork.

Over $44,500 in world-class scientific instrumentation was made available for data collection this year and for
the remainder of the project.

In total this is a level of support and encouragement that continues to stagger me. These gifts have compounded
the scientific merit and impact of my research by several orders of magnitude.

Major off-season improvements

In the months between 2013 and 2014 field seasons the Bangarang underwent extensive upgrades and overhauls,
both in terms of its science and its research vessel. These improvements are detailed in their own section below.

Extensive literature reviews

In preparation for advancement to candidacy in early spring, I began assembling ”backgrounders” of the vari-
ous components of his study, from the study area’s natural history to the political context of his research to the
methods used in his field work. Bangarang Backgrounders are imperfect but rigorous reviews - written in haste,
not peer-reviewed - in an effort to organize and memorize the key information for every aspect of the project.
These 24 reviews total 179,630 words, ranging from 5 to 51 pages and from 4 to 176 citations. The reviews will
be updated regularly as new knowledge is incorporated. These reviews are available on the project website.

Advancement to Candidacy

In April 2014, I successfully assembled my doctoral dissertation committee and advanced to the status of PhD
candidate. The Bangarang Project now enjoys the mentorship and guidance of a diverse group of experts in bio-
logical oceanography and conservation.

NOAA SWFSC Technical Memorandum under review

In May, I submitted a paper on zooplankton net design for in-house review at NOAA SWFSC. I am awaiting the
first round of reviews.
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Presenter at Gitga’at Research Symposium

In February 2014, I was fortunate to attend a research symposium in Hartley Bay (British Columbia), the home
of project collaborators within the Gitga’at First Nation. I presented my research goals to the Gitga’at com-
munity, met other researchers active within Gitga’at lands and waters, and participated in discussions with the
community about the research issues that are of highest priorities for them. This was an incredibly rewarding
conference.

Launch of Gitga’at Oceanographic Initiative

Conversations at the Gitga’at Research Symposium led Gitga’at managers and me to submit a grant proposal
to launch a long-term oceanographic monitoring program, the Gitga’at Oceanographic Initiative (GOI). This
proposal to Tides Canada was approved and the Gitga’at purchased a SBE25plus CTD profiler with three ad-
ditional sensors. This summer we performed the first casts aboard the RV Bangarang. I will continue sampling
with the CTD in the summers to come, while the Gitga’at will begin winter and spring sampling in 2015-6. I
will manage and visualize the profile data for the Gitga’at.

ONR support for focus on fin whale call rates

An opportunity has arisen to collaborate with an ONR-funded research team focused on fin whale call rates in
the North Pacific. As one of the only places where fin whales are known to forage within confined inland cor-
ridors of the north coast, the marine territory of the Gitga’at First Nation offers a unique venue for the study
of fin whale acoustics. This team, led by Dr. Ana Sirovic (SIO) and John Calambokidis (Cascadia Research),
supported my fieldwork this summer in hopes that my research could advance theirs. I see great potential in a
broader collaboration that more directly includes the Gitga’at research community.

Programming Progress

Version 2 of RU: Bangarang Data Entry Program: Research Underway: Bangarang v2.0 was written in
the spring and summer of 2014 and field-tested in August. This new version of my data entry software and its
user’s guide will be made available on the project website later this fall.

Bangarang Blue Book: Automated data report generation: During this field season I wrote R code
to generate data reports automatically using raw data from each day’s research efforts. Using Sweave, a lan-
guage that weaves R code with LATEXprogramming to generate dynamic and reproducible documents, I can now
share progress updates with my collaborators and supporters on a near-daily basis with little to no work in the
field. In addition to these research ”dailies”, I can automatically generate summaries for each circuit and sea-
son of the Bangarang Project. These will be compiled at the end of each season into a ”Blue Book” that demon-
strates the quantity and quality of data being collected by the Bangarang team.

Engine: Tragedy & Triumph

Failed Rebuild: This winter I fundraised for the rebuild of my research vessel’s engine. The rebuild was com-
pleted by two mechanic shops in late April. Only two hours are re-installation the new engine seized. Saltwater
intrusion through the exhaust seems to have been involved, but no surveyor can yet pinpoint problems in the
work of the two mechanics. Neither shop accepted responsibility for the problem even after the threat of litiga-
tion.

Most of Field Season Lost: The original plan was to begin data collection in late May, but by late June
I was still without an engine and still out $20,000 for the failed engine and related damages (flight changes for
crew, laytime charges at Olympia marina, etc.). I was presented with the choice of abandoning the season or
attempting to salvage it in some way. After serious uncertainty, and with the guidance of close friends, I decided
to take three actions: 1) file a suit to retrieve some of my damages, 2) take out a loan to repower my vessel and
get back on the water, and 3) use the delay as an opportunity to make further improvements to my sampling
plan (see Appendix).

Lawsuit: In July I filed a joint lawsuit against both mechanic shops involved in the engine’s failure. As of
early October, expert opinions are still being collected. We expect to move into mediation before the new year.
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Successful Repower: In July I took out another loan and purchased a brand new diesel engine for the RV
Bangarang. By July 25 we were back on the water and heading north. We arrived in the study area on August
11th, a 3 month delay.

Truncated field season an inordinate success

Despite losing 3/4 of my field season to the Engine Debacle, the 35 days we had in the study area (August 11
to September 14) were an overwhelming success. In 247 hours of fieldwork, we completed two full circuits of the
study area (equal to what we achieved in all of Season 1), during which we sampled at oceanographic stations
44 times and conducted a total of 341 nm of systematic visual and acoustic surveys. Among many other suc-
cesses, our effort resulted in 359 whale sightings (more than we saw in all four months of Season 1), 103 hump-
back whale individuals identified, 29 fin whale individuals identified, 37 hours of whale focal follows and 1393
bird sightings (49 species).

The month of fieldwork also gave us the opportunity to fully refine our sampling design and sea-trial all of the
equipment and vessel upgrades. Furthermore, it was a joy to catch up with my collaborators from the Gitga’at
First Nation, North Coast Cetacean Society, and DFO in person. Perhaps most importantly, this month of field-
work was a critical motivator for me after a highly discouraging summer. I returned south with renewed dedica-
tion, enthusiasm, and confidence. I can’t wait for Season 3.
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Figure 2: Season 2 sightings of all taxa.

Debris Salmon Seabird MarMam Whale
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Visual Sightings | All Marine Mammals
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Figure 3: Marine mammal sightings (n=359) from Season 2.

Humpback Fin whale UNID whale Killer whale Small marmam Other
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2013-2014 Improvements

None of these improvements would have happened without the support of family, friends, advisors and funding.
The Bangarang is a vessel for the support and generosity of loved ones. Without them this whole thing would
have been a daydream, a passing birthday wish.

Vessel

Entirely new propulsion system: After rebuilding the vessel’s original Perkins 4.108, which then failed at
the dock just after re –installation, the Bangarang rose from the ashes with magic legs: a brand-spanking new
2014 Yanmar 3JH5 39 metric horsepower 3-cylinder diesel engine. Package includes new instrument panel with
functional oil pressure and temperature alarms. New shaft, shaft coupling, and packing gland. Combine this
with new fiberglass stringers in engine room to hold new engine, the complete replacement of exhaust system,
including addition of water-lift muffler and new thru-hull exhaust pipe with a transom check valve.

The engine no longer runs on algae: fuel tank was pressure-cleaned and given a new gasket and sender
wire for access hole. The 120 gallons of fuel was polished through a tiered filtration system. Brand new fuel lines
from the tank to the engine and back to the tank. New dual centrifuge primary fuel filter system.

New raw water strainer: The old one disentigrated in my hand when I closed the removed the filter bas-
ket for cleaning. Coolant hoses for the hot water heater are new too.

An electronic revolution: The new battery bank has two 6V Dyno flooded lead acid batteries (245 amp-
hours total) for the house bank; one Group 31 Dyno flooded lead acid starter battery (1300 cold cranking amps).
New battery straps. A new DC panel has moved switch controls out of foot traffic in the entrance to the cabin,
made wiring easier to maintain and repair, and expanded capacity for future electronic growth using new bus
bars and fuse blocks. Organization has inhibited the persistence of nesting rats. Many wires were replaced in
the process, and all solderless crimp connections were checked and replaced when necessary. New breakers were
installed that allow us to divert AC power from either shorepower or inverters to the ship’s wall outlets. New
shorepower cable.

The bilge pump system now works. Entirely new plumbing (incl. new vented loop), new wiring, and
new mounts and fasteners in floor of sump. It no longer has standing oil in it either.

Navigation: New Furuno 1623 radar mounted on a new 10 ft radar tower, which is also housing a new Air-
mar weather station, new VHF antenna, new floodlight for nighttime zooplankton tows, and external GPS an-
tenna. The anchor, running, spreader, and bow lights now work. A new bow spotlight for nighttime log evasion.
The anchor line has been inspected, depth lines remarked.

The water system no longer leaks. Entirely new plumbing, water pump, and water level gauge.

The salon floor no longer caves in. Old floor has been replaced with new subfloor of marine plywood
and new golden teak floorboards.

Home organization: New dish drying and storage system (possibly the greatest improvement to the en-
tire vessel). All storage bins are mounted on raised feet, to prevent soaking in standing water. New Bangarang
Grainery in the kitchen. New Fixins’ Rack on the galley counter keeps condiments safe during crossings of ocean
swell. Numerous additions to the Bangarang library. New cover for the old ice box doubles as a cutting board,
and the icebox is now our Potions cabinet (strong chemicals and cleaning supplies). New chart of study area
now serves as the dinette table surface (protected in sealed shatterproof acrylic). New Rigging and Chandlery
Closet. New retractable clotheslines (2x) for salon. All curtains drywashed. New sliding tracks for power cables
/ aux cables on the dining room table, along with a new speaker selector that can funnel various sound inputs
to the network of speakers throughout the boat. New clothes hammocks for berths. New research catalog bins
mounted to the cabin walls. The best film collection of any vessel on the BC coast.

The toilets now work. Both of them are brand new with brand new plumbing, including new vented loops.
There is also a new shower head in the aft toilet.

The new dodger and bimini no longer leaks, falls apart, flaps in the wind, or molds. Stainless steel frame
can be used as reliable hand holds. It also looks damn good. I can also stand up straight under it. I can also see
through the windows now. It also has a sunroof.

Luxuries: New DC fan for the aft cabin. Repaired forced-air ventilation system for the entire vessel (by
retrofitting a 1980 Espar diesel heater). New stereo (with new wood moulding) with selector boxes to route mu-
sic from various sources or the hydrophones to speakers in the salon, dinette, helm and aft stateroom. New pup-
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pet collection of animals from the study area: bald eagle, humpback whale, sea otter, killer whale, wolf, and
spirit bear.

Hull: New bottom paint. New zincs. New racing stripes. All exposed wood has been re-varnished. All scuff
marks removed. All decks cleaned. Most leaks solved. New desk atop the helm that allows for the relocation of
the Garmin 441s chartplotter. Aft swimbridge repaired and reteak –oiled. Cockpit floor teak oil has been replen-
ished too.

The rigging no longer gives splinters: New jib sheets, staysail halyard, docklines and fender lines. The mainsail
slides on new Tides Marine Strong Tracks and the mainsail rests in a Doyle Cradle Cover and lazy jack system
for effortless hoisting and dousing. The mainsail battens have been replaced and the clew and tack has been re-
inforced with new stitching. New staysail cover.

Science

Water Column Profiling Newly calibrated YSI Castaway CTD. New top of the line, industry-leading Seabird
Electronics water column profiling unit, including SBE25plus CTD, fluorometer, pH meter, and dissolve oxygen
sensor. Another Secchi disk. A new, top of the line SBE thermosalinograph for measuring surface salinity and
temperature every second as we steam along. New Forel –Ule water color meter for use at stations.

Prey Sampling The zooplankton net is now equipped with 30 lbs of diving weights. Two new cod end buck-
ets have been manufactured to interchange quickly between tows. A Powerwinch Quick Catch Pot Puller (with
foot switch control) is mounted to the research davit to retrieve the newly heavy net at 150’ per minute. Zoo-
plankton depth lines have been remarked. Brand new preservation station with safer chemical transfer and can-
vas cover. Microscope and analysis lab is now mounted on cabinet slides in the fore bathroom. New telescoping
8 –18 ft pole with pool skimmer attachments (and spares). New handheld zooplankton scoop net. The echosounder
now pivots in and out of the water on a transom-mounted stainless pole that braces to the swimbridge when de-
ployed, allowing for faster transect speeds and lower risk of fouling by kelp. A cast net, insect net, and handheld
zooplankton net with cod end round out our means of opportunistic prey collection.

Visual Surveys New bubble level rangefinders for visual surveys. New Bangarang Seabird identification study
flash cards and field guides. Three new Fujinon SMTRC 7x50 binoculars with reticles and compass. A new de-
sign for our handheld rangefinders will increase the quantitative precision of our bird surveys. Rangefinders and
binocs are newly mounted on the main cabin door. Visual strip survey areas have been divided into 75m sub-
strips to test for animal avoidance and detection probabilities. New visual sighting platform brings eyes 1.2m
higher above the water than last year. New walkie talkies with headsets allow for hands –free communication
with the helm.

With –Whales Data Collection New research camera: Canon 7D with f4.5 100 –400mm zoom lens. Ruggedi-
zed and repaired towed hydrophone array with new depth sensor. New over –the –side calibrated hydrophone,
Bangaranged from a naval surplus Sonoboy hydrophone. New Ocean Instruments Sound Trap self –contained
recording package and Bangarang –trademark SonoBucket drifting buoy system for it. Two new back-up hy-
drophones and two new back up recording units. New 12VDC mini –freezer for storing samples of feces and skin.

Data Entry & Management RU: Bangarang 2.0, overhauled version two of the data entry program. The
data entry program and echosounder now rely on the same computer system time stamps and GPS stamps. New
weather station provides new air temperature, wind, and barometric pressure updates every second automati-
cally to the data entry program. New external GPS antenna provides more accurate GPS readings in the remote
study area. New 8 port serial –to –USB combiner reduces the number of computers needed on board. Data lap-
top can now be powered by straight DC volts from the research battery. Data summaries are automatically gen-
erated from raw data files to improve quality control and more up –to –the –minute updates for collaborators.
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Plans for Season 3

Thanks to the support received last year, the improvement to-do list for this off-season is much less ambitious
and more specific.

Improvements

Scientific

� Re –vamp Passive Acoustics Monitoring station.

� Rebuild over –the –side hydrophone with different gain settings.

� GPS attachments for research cameras.

� Intercom system for visual survey platform.

� Better fecal and prey sample preservation system.

� Ruggedize the winch used for zooplankton net payouts.

Vessel

� Install a source of alternative energy (solar, wind or bike).

� Re-pack rudder packing gland to stop a concerning leak.

� Sound proof engine room.

� Repair sails and roller furler so that sail-power can be used more often.

� Replace 35 –year–old upholstery in main cabin.

Financial Goals

Needs: $12,000

� $4,000 for food

� $4,000 for fuel

� $2,500 for vessel maintenance

� $1,500 for research equipment (passive acoustics listening station & GPS attachments for cameras)

Other Improvements

� $2,000 for alternative energy source

� $4,000 sail and roller furler repair

Timeline

� Reach fundraising goal by March 1.

� Store vessel out of the water until April 1st.

� In –water improvements until early May.

� Reach study area by late May.

� Begin data collection by June 1st.

� Fieldwork ends in late September.
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Project Background

The Bangarang Project is a student –driven investigation of whale and seabird habitat use and foraging strategy
in the oceanographically complex fjords of a proposed shipping lane in northern British Columbia. Supported
by collaborators from academic, indigenous, governmental and non-profit groups, the Bangarang Project is de-
signed to increase the insight and impact of research efforts already underway within the marine territory of the
Gitga’at First Nation (Kitimat Fjord System, British Columbia).

At the heart of this research is a vessel, the RV Bangarang, a 37’ liveaboard motorsailer equipped for both
oceanographic sampling and visual/acoustic transect surveys. The Bangarang and its crew of students conduct
repeated circuits of the study area throughout the foraging season, living and working from the vessel for over
four months each summer. By combining systematic data collection with focal follows of whales and flocking
seabirds, the team can (1) monitor the dynamics and oceanographic drivers of predator and prey distribution in
this fjord system, (2) compare inland foraging strategies of humpback whales, fin whales, and seabirds, and (3)
establish a baseline to assess ecological cascades imposed by the new shipping lane.

Target Contributions

1. Oceanographic sampling
Compounding the value of all other research in the area.

(a) Water column profiling: Temperature, salinity, fluorescence, dissolved oxygen, & pH.

(b) Turbidity measurement.

(c) High-resolution surface salinity and temperature maps

(d) Zooplankton tows

(e) Dual –frequency echosounder transects

(f) Systematic jelly surveys.

2. Concurrent whale, seabird and oceanographic surveys, all summer long
Rigorous, standardized, repeated surveys throughout the season that can.

(a) Detect trends in abundance and distribution throughout the summer

(b) Determine the oceanographic basis for those trends

(c) Document spatial associations and interactions among predators and prey

(d) Sample and observe the Kitimat Fjord Ecosystem at an unprecedented level of detail.

3. Special focus on fin whales
Collecting the data our partners’ priorities don’t allow them to cover.

(a) Contributing photographs to DFO, the Gitga’at, and NCCS.

(b) Collecting data on behavior, social associations, acoustics, and habitat use.

(c) A focused case study of fin whales in confined waterways, adding a new chapter to this enormous ani-
mal’s natural history.

4. Low –cost, high –output, small –scale methods

(a) Develop rigorous and efficient data management software using open –source programming.

(b) Partner with the Gitga’at First Nation to establish a sustained oceanographic sampling program.

(c) Develop and test low –cost methods that may be applied to threatened systems elsewhere.

5. Formative research experiences

(a) The adventure of a lifetime, conducted entirely by a team of students.

(b) Incomparable field opportunities for undergrads, grads, and First Nations students.

(c) Lasting friendships, united in a common cause, tested with unprecedented challenges, deepened by the
beauty of the place. It is quite an adventure.

(d) It may be rare thing that a PhD thesis is a dream come true.
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